Abstract-In this paper, a generic and adaptive geometrybased stochastic model (GBSM) is proposed for non-isotropic multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) mobile-to-mobile (M2M) Ricean fading channels. The proposed model employs a combined two-ring model and ellipse model, where the received signal is constructed as a sum of the line-of-sight, single-, and doublebounced rays with different energies. This makes the model sufficiently generic and adaptable to a variety of M2M scenarios (macro-, micro-, and pico-cells). More importantly, our model is the first GBSM that has the ability to study the impact of the vehicular traffic density on channel characteristics. From the proposed model, the space-time-frequency correlation function and the corresponding space-Doppler-frequency power spectral density (PSD) of any two sub-channels are derived for a non-isotropic scattering environment. Based on the detailed investigation of correlations and PSDs, some interesting observations and useful conclusions are obtained. These observations and conclusions can be considered as a guidance for setting important parameters of our model appropriately and building up more purposeful measurement campaigns in the future. Finally, close agreement is achieved between the theoretical results and measured data, demonstrating the utility of the proposed model. Index Terms-Mobile-to-mobile channels, MIMO, nonisotropic scattering environments, space-time-frequency correlation function, space-Doppler-frequency power spectrum density.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, mobile-to-mobile (M2M) communications have received much attention due to some new applications, such as wireless mobile ad hoc networks [1] , relay-based cellular networks [2] , and dedicated short range communications (DSRC) for intelligent transportation systems (e.g., IEEE 802.11p standard) [3] . In contrast to conventional fixed-to-mobile (F2M) cellular radio systems, in M2M systems both the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) are in motion and equipped with low elevation antennas. For M2M communications, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology becomes more attractive since multiple antenna elements can be easily mounted on large vehicular surfaces. It is well-known that the design of a wireless system requires the detailed knowledge about the underlying propagation channel and a corresponding realistic channel model. Up to now, only few measurement campaigns had been conducted to investigate single-input single-output (SISO) M2M channels [4] - [8] , even fewer to study MIMO M2M channels [9] .
M2M channel models available in the literature can be categorized as deterministic models [10] and stochastic models, while the latter can be further classified as non-geometrical stochastic models (NGSMs) (also known as parametric models) [6] and geometry-based stochastic models (GBSMs) [11] - [14] . A deterministic M2M model based on the ray-tracing method was proposed in [10] . This model requires a detailed and time-consuming description of the propagation environment and consequently cannot be easily generalized to a wider class of scenarios.
A SISO NGSM proposed in [6] is the origin of the channel model standardized by IEEE 802.11p. This model determines physical parameters of a M2M channel in a completely stochastic manner by prescribing underlying probability distribution functions (PDFs) without presuming any underlying geometry. Therefore, this model offers no conceptual framework to facilitate meaningful generalization into different scenarios. In addition, this pure parameter-based model needs to jointly consider many parameters for modeling MIMO channels, which leads to high complexity [15] .
A GBSM is derived from the predefined stochastic distributions of effective scatterers by applying the fundamental laws of wave propagation. Such a model can be easily adapted to different scenarios by changing the shape of the scattering region (e.g., one-ring, two-ring, or ellipse). More importantly, the application of the concept of effective scatterers significantly reduces the complexity of a GBSM since only single and/or double scattering effects need to be simulated [15] . Moreover, for modeling MIMO channels, a GBSM can avoid the inherent complexity problem of a NGSM as shown in [15] . In [11] and [12] , the first GBSM was proposed for isotropic SISO M2M Rayleigh fading channels and corresponding statistical properties were investigated. In [13] , a two-ring GBSM considering only double-bounced rays was presented for non-1536-1276/09$25.00 c ⃝ 2009 IEEE isotropic MIMO M2M Rayleigh fading channels in macro-cell scenarios. In [14] , the authors proposed a general two-ring GBSM with both single-and double-bounced rays for nonisotropic MIMO M2M Ricean channels in both macro-and micro-cell scenarios. None of the above GBSMs is sufficiently general to characterize a wide variety of M2M scenarios, especially for picocell scenarios, which have recently been considered by some measurement campaigns [4] - [9] . As demonstrated in [8] , the impact of the vehicular traffic density (VTD) on channel characteristics in micro-and pico-cell scenarios cannot be neglected, unlike in macro-cell scenarios. However, none of the existing GBSMs has the ability to take this impact into account. Although the Doppler power spectral density (PSD) is one of the most important statistics that significantly distinguish M2M channels from F2M channels, more detailed investigations of the Doppler PSD in non-isotropic scattering environments are surprisingly lacking in the open literature. Moreover, Doppler PSD characteristics for an ellipse M2M channel model are not yet known. Finally, frequency correlations of sub-channels with different carrier frequencies, studied in [16] for F2M channels, in M2M communications have not been studied so far, although orthogonal frequencydivision multiplexing (OFDM) has already been suggested for use in IEEE 802.11p.
Motivated by the above gaps, in this paper we propose a new GBSM that addresses all the aforementioned shortcomings of the existing GBSMs. Based on the proposed model, the space-time-frequency (STF) correlation function (CF) and the corresponding space-Doppler-frequency (SDF) PSD are derived. The contributions and novelties of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) We propose a generic GBSM for narrowband nonisotropic MIMO M2M Ricean fading channels. The proposed model can be adapted to a wide variety of scenarios, e.g., macro-, micro-, and pico-cell scenarios, by adjusting model parameters. 2) By distinguishing between the moving cars and the stationary roadside environments in micro-and pico-cell scenarios, our model is the first GBSM to consider the impact of the VTD on M2M channel characteristics. 3) We propose a new general method to derive the exact relationship between the angle of arrival (AoA) and angle of departure (AoD) for any known shapes of the scattering region, e.g., one-ring, two-ring, or ellipse, in a wide variety of scenarios. 4) We point out that the widely used CF definition in [13] , [14] , [17] , [18] is incorrect and is actually the complex conjugate of the correct CF definition as given in Stochastic Processes [19] . 5) From the proposed model, we derive the STF CF and the corresponding SDF PSD, which are sufficiently general and can be reduced to many existing CFs and PSDs, respectively, e.g., those in [11] , [13] , [14] , [17] , [18] .
In addition, our analysis shows that the space-Doppler PSD of a single-bounce two-ring model for non-isotropic MIMO M2M channels derived in [14] is incorrect. 6) Based on the derived STF CF and SDF PSD, we study in more detail the degenerate CFs and PSDs in terms of some important parameters and thus obtain some interesting observations. Finally, the obtained theoretical Doppler PSDs and measurement data in [6] are compared. Excellent agreement between them demonstrates the utility of the proposed model.
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. Section II describes the new adaptive GBSM for narrowband MIMO M2M Ricean fading channels. In Section III, based on the proposed new model, the STF CF and the corresponding SDF PSD are derived. Numerical results and analysis are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. A NEW ADAPTIVE GBSM FOR NON-ISOTROPIC MIMO M2M RICEAN FADING CHANNELS
Let us now consider a narrowband single-user MIMO M2M multicarrier communication system with transmit and receive omnidirectional antenna elements. Both the Tx and Rx are equipped with low elevation antennas. Fig. 1 illustrates the geometry of the proposed GBSM, which is the combination of a single-and double-bounce two-ring model, a singlebounce ellipse model, and the LoS component. As an example, uniform linear antenna arrays with = = 2 were used here. The two-ring model defines two rings of effective scatterers, one around the Tx and the other around the Rx. 
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In (2) double-bounced rays, while they are interdependent for singlebounced rays.
From Fig. 1 and based on the application of the law of cosines in appropriate triangles, the distances , , , and 1 2 in (2)- (4) for any scenario (macro-cell ( ≥ 1000 m), micro-cell (300 < < 1000 m), or pico-cell ( ≤300 m) scenario) can be expressed as
where
Here denotes the semi-minor axis of the ellipse and the equality 2 = 2 + 2 holds. As shown in Appendix A, based on the newly proposed general method to derive the exact relationship between the AoA and AoD for any shape of the scattering region, we have
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Note that the above derived expressions in (5)- (18) are sufficiently general and suitable for various scenarios. For macroand micro-cell scenarios, the assumption ≫max{ , }, which is invalid for pico-cell scenarios, is fulfilled. Then, the general expressions of 1 and 2 can further reduce to the widely used approximate expressions as 1 ≈ − cos
and 2 ≈ + cos ( 2) , respectively. In addition, the general expressions (13)- (16) for the two-ring model can further reduce to the widely used approximate expressions as
Moreover, the relationships (17) and (18) for the ellipse model obtained by using our method significantly simplify the relationships derived based on pure ellipse properties, such as (A1)-(A3) in [20] and (27), (28), and (32) in [21] .
Since the number of effective scatterers are assumed to be infinite, i.e., →∞, the proposed model in (1) is actually a mathematical reference model and results in the Ricean PDF. Due to the infinite complexity, a reference model cannot be implemented in practice. However, as mentioned in [22] , a reference model can be used for theoretical analysis and design of a communication system, and also is a starting point to design a realizable simulation model that has the reasonable complexity, i.e., finite values of . For our reference model, the discrete expressions of the AoA, ( ) , and AoD, ( ) , can be replaced by the continuous expressions Gaussian, and cardioid PDFs [18] . In this paper, the von Mises PDF [23] is used, which can approximate all the aforementioned PDFs. The von Mises PDF is defined as ( )
is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind, ∈[− , ) accounts for the mean value of the angle , and ( ≥ 0) is a real-valued parameter that controls the angle spread of the angle .
As mentioned in the introduction, the proposed model in (1) is adaptable to a wide variety of M2M propagation environments by adjusting model parameters. It turns out that these important model parameters are the energy-related parameters and , and the Ricean factor . For a macro-cell scenario, the Ricean factor and the energy parameter 3 related to the single-bounce ellipse model are very small or even close to zero. The received signal power mainly comes from single-and double-bounced rays of the two-ring model, in which we assume that double-bounced rays bear more energy than single-bounced rays due to the large distance (larger distance results in the independence of the AoD and AoA), i.e., >max{ 1 , 2 }≫ 3 . This means that a macro-cell scenario can be well characterized by using a two-ring model with a negligible LoS component. In contrast to macro-cell scenarios, in micro-and pico-cell scenarios, the VTD significantly affects the channel characteristics as presented in [8] . To consider the impact of the VTD on channel statistics, we need to distinguish between the moving cars around the Tx and Rx and the stationary roadside environments (e.g., buildings, trees, parked cars, etc.). Therefore, we use a two-ring model to mimic the moving cars and an ellipse model to depict the stationary roadside environments. Note that ellipse models have been widely used to model F2M channels in micro-and pico-cell scenarios [20] , [21] . However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first time that an ellipse model is used to mimic M2M channels. For a low VTD, the value of is large since the LoS component can bear a significant amount of power. Also, the received scattered power is mainly from waves reflected by the stationary roadside environments described by the scatterers located on the ellipse. The moving cars represented by the scatterers located on the two rings are sparse and thus more likely to be single-bounced, rather than doublebounced. This indicates that 3 >max{ 1 , 2 }> holds. For a high VTD, the value of is smaller than that in the low VTD scenario. Also, due to the large amount of moving cars, the double-bounced rays of the two-ring model bear more energy than single-bounced rays of two-ring and ellipse models, i.e, >max{ 1 , 2 , 3 }. Therefore, a micro-cell and pico-cell scenario with consideration of the VTD can be well characterized by utilizing a combined tworing model and ellipse model with a LoS component.
III. NEW GENERIC STF CF AND SDF PSD
In this section, based on the proposed channel model in (1), we will derive the STF CF and the corresponding SDF PSD for a non-isotropic scattering environment.
A. New Generic STF CF
Under the wide sense stationary (WSS) condition, the normalized STF CF between any two complex fading envelopes ℎ ( ) and ℎ ′ ′ ′ ( ) with different carrier frequencies and ′ , respectively, is defined as [24] (19) is different from the following definition widely used in other references, e.g., [13] , [14] , [17] , [18] 
The CF definition in (19) is actually the correct one following the CF definition given in Stochastic Processes (see Equation (9-51) in [19] (2) and (5) into (19), we can obtain the STF CF of the LoS component as
where 1 = cos − cos , 1 = cos − × cos , and 1 = − ′ cos + ′ cos with = (
Applying the von Mise PDF to the two-ring model, we obtain
Substituting (3) and (6)- (9) into (19), we can express the STF CF of the single-bounce two-ring model as
where 2 = cos(
with the parameters sin 1 , cos 1 , sin 2 , and cos 2 following the expressions in (13)- (16), respectively. For the macro-and micro-cell scenarios, (22) can be further simplified as the following closed-form expression
Applying the von Mises PDF to the ellipse model, we get
. Performing the substitution of (3), (10) , and (11) into (19), we can obtain the STF CF of the single-bounce ellipse model as
where 3 = cos( (17) and (18), respectively.
The substitution of (4), (6), (9), and (12) into (19) results in the following STF CF for the double-bounce two-ring model
Since the derivations of (21)- (23), (25) , and (26) are similar, only the brief outline of the derivation of (23) is given in Appendix B, while others are omitted for brevity. The derived STF CF in (19) includes many existing CFs as special cases. If we only consider the two-ring model ( 3 = 0) for a M2M channel in a macro-or micro-cell scenario ( ≫ max{ , }) with the frequency separation = 0, then the CF in (19) will be reduced to the CF in (18) of [14] , where the time separation should be replaced by − since the CF definition (20) is used in [14] . Consequently, the derived STF CF in (19) also includes other CFs listed in [14] as special cases, when is replaced by − . If we consider the one-ring model only around the Rx for a F2M channel in a macro-cell scenario ( 1 = 3 = = = 0) with non-LoS (NLoS) condition ( =0), the derived STF CF in (19) includes the CF (6) in [18] and, subsequently, other CFs listed in [18] as special cases, when is replaced by − . Furthermore, the CF (7) in [24] can be obtained from (19) with = = = 3 = = 0. Consequently, other CFs listed in [24] can also be obtained from (19) .
B. New Generic SDF PSD
Applying the Fourier transform to the STF CF in (19) in terms of , we can obtain the corresponding SDF PSD as
where is the Doppler frequency. The integral in (28) must be evaluated numerically in the case of the single-bounce tworing and ellipse models. Whereas for other cases, we can obtain the following closed-form solutions. 1) In the case of the LoS component, substituting (21) into (28) we have
where (⋅) denotes the Dirac delta function.
2) In terms of the single-bounce two-ring model for macroand micro-cell scenarios, substituting (23) into (28) we have
For the Doppler PSD in (30), the range of Doppler frequencies is limited by | + cos | ≤
Note that the expression of (30) corrects the ones of (40) and (41) in [14] .
3) In the case of the double-bounce two-ring model, substituting (26) into (28) we have
where ⊙ denotes convolution, = 2 ,
For the Doppler PSD in (33), the range of Doppler frequencies is limited by | | ≤ + . Due to the similar derivations of (29), (30), and (33), Appendix C only gives the brief outline of the derivation of (30), while others are omitted here.
Many existing Doppler PSDs are special cases of the derived SDF PSD in (28). The simplest case is Clarke's Doppler PSD 1/ [22] , which can be obtained from (28) by setting = 0 (NLoS condition), = 0 (isotropic scattering around the Rx), =0 (no frequency separation), = 1 = 3 = =0 (fixed Tx, no scattering around the Tx), and applying ≫ max{ , } (macro-and micro-cell scenarios). The Doppler PSD for isotropic M2M fading channels presented as (41) in [11] can be obtained from (28) by setting (19) and (20) . Appendix D demonstrates that (19) leads to the Doppler PSD capable of capturing the underlying physical phenomena of real channels for any scenarios, while the widely used expression (20) is only applicable to certain scenarios where the Doppler PSD is a real function and symmetrical to the origin (i.e., the corresponding CF is a real function), e.g., Clarke's scenario. In [13] , [14] , [17] , [18] , the commonly used formula (20) was misapplied to non-isotropic F2M or M2M scenarios.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, based on the derived STF CF and SDF PSD in Section III, the degenerate CFs and PSDs of MIMO M2M channels are numerically analyzed in detail. In addition, the normalized Doppler PSDs of the proposed model for different environments are given and some of them are compared with the available measured data in [6] . The following parameters are used for our numerical analysis: = 5.9 GHz, = =570 Hz, =300 m, =200 m, and = =40 m. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the space and frequency CFs of the single-and double-bounce two-ring model and single-bounce ellipse model for different scenarios. It is obvious that both the space and frequency CFs vary significantly for different scenarios (Scenario and Scenario ). We also notice that directions of motion (related to the values of and ) have no impact on the space and frequency CFs. that no matter what the direction of motion (same or opposite) and the shape of the scattering region (one-ring, two-ring, or ellipse) are, the Doppler PSD of single-bounced rays is similar to the -shaped PSD of F2M cellular channels 2 , whereas the Doppler PSD of double-bounced rays has "rounded"-shape having a peak in the middle. This indicates that the -shaped Doppler PSD will appear when high dependency exists between the AoD and AoA, while the "rounded"-shaped Doppler PSD will appear when the AoD and AoA are relatively independent. We can also observe that for different directions of motion, the Doppler PSDs of double-bounced rays remain unchanged, while the Doppler PSDs of single-bounced rays change with different ranges of Doppler frequencies. More importantly, we found that the impact of single-bounced rays from different rings (ring around the Tx or Rx) on the Doppler PSD are the same for M2M channels when the Tx and Rx move in opposite directions, leading to the -shaped Doppler PSD for the single-bounce two-ring model. When the Tx and Rx move in the same direction, the impact of single-bounced rays from different rings on the Doppler PSD are different in terms of the range of Doppler frequencies, which results in the double--shaped Doppler PSD for the single-bounce tworing model. Therefore, we can conclude that a more realistic M2M channel model should take into account the different contributions from different rings. However, this has not been considered in all the existing M2M GBSMs, e.g., in [14] . It is worth mentioning that by setting one terminal fixed (i.e., = 0), our M2M model can reduce to a F2M model. In this case, we studied the Doppler PSD for the corresponding single-and double-bounce two-ring F2M models and singlebounce ellipse F2M model, and found that they have the same -shaped PSD. For brevity, the results regarding F2M channels are omitted here. These observations indicates that the impact of single-and double-bounced rays on the Doppler PSD are completely different for M2M channels ( -shaped and "rounded"-shaped, respectively), while they are the same for F2M channels ( -shaped). At the end, the comparison of Scenario and Scenario illustrates the significant impact of angle spreads (related to the values of , , and ) and mean angles (related to the values of , , and ) on the Doppler PSD.
Figs. 5 and 6 depict the impact of the antenna element spacing and frequency separation on the Doppler PSD, respectively. Fig. 5 shows that the space separation introduces fluctuations in the Doppler PSD no matter what the shape of the scattering region is. Fig. 6 illustrates that the frequency separation only generates fluctuations in the Doppler PSD for the double-bounce two-ring model, while for other cases, the impact of the frequency separation vanishes.
Figs. 7 (a) and (b) show the theoretical Doppler PSDs obtained from the proposed M2M model for different VTDs (low and high) when the Tx and Rx move in opposite directions and same direction, respectively. For further comparison, the measured data taken from Figs. 4 (a) and (c) in [6] are also plotted in Figs. 7 (a) and (b) , respectively. In [6] , the measurement campaigns were performed at a carrier frequency of 5.9 GHz on an expressway with a low VTD in the metropolitan Atlanta, Georgia area and the maximum Doppler frequencies were = = 570 Hz. The distance between the Tx and Rx was approximately = 300 m and the directions of movement were = 0, = (opposite direction, shown in Fig. 4 (a) in [6] ) and = = 0 (same direction, shown in Fig. 4 (c) in [6] ). Both the Tx and Rx were equipped with one omnidirectional antenna, i.e., SISO case. Based on the measured scenarios in [6] , we chose the following environment-related parameters: = 6.6, = 8. Comparing the theoretical Doppler PSDs in Figs. 7 (a) and (b), we observe that the VTD significantly affects both the shape and value of the Doppler PSD for M2M channels. The Doppler PSD tends to be more evenly distributed across all Doppler frequencies with a higher VTD. This is because with a high VTD, the received power mainly comes from the moving cars around the Tx and Rx from all directions, while the power of the line-of-sight (LoS) component is not that significant. This means that the received power for different Doppler frequencies (directions) is more evenly distributed. With a low VTD, the received power from the LoS component may be significant, while the power from the moving cars may be small. Therefore, the power tends to be concentrated on some Doppler frequencies.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a generic and adaptive GBSM for non-isotropic MIMO M2M Ricean fading channels. By adjusting some model parameters and with the help of the newly derived general relationship between the AoA and AoD, the proposed model is adaptable to a wide variety of M2M propagation environments. In addition, the VTD is for the first time taken into account in the GBSM for modeling M2M channels. From this model, we have derived the STF CF and the corresponding SDF PSD for non-isotropic scattering environments, where the closed-form expressions are available in the case of the single-bounce two-ring model for macrocell and micro-cell scenarios, and the double-bounce two-ring model for any scenarios. Based on the derived STF CFs and SDF PSDs, we have further investigated the degenerate CFs and PSDs in detail and found that some parameters (e.g., the angle spread, direction of motion, antenna element spacing, etc.) and the VTD have a great impact on the resulting CFs and PSDs. It has also been demonstrated that for M2M isotropic scenarios, no matter what the direction of motion and shape of the scattering region are, single-bounced rays will result in the -shaped Doppler PSD, while double-bounced rays will result in the "rounded"-shaped Doppler PSD. Finally, it has been shown that theoretical Doppler PSDs match the measured data in [6] , validating the utility of our model.
APPENDIX
A. DERIVATIONS OF (13)- (18) In this appendix, following the same derivation procedure (i.e., the same newly proposed method), we will derive these general relationships for the two-ring model in (13)- (16) and the ellipse model in (17) and (18) . In Fig. 1 , applying the laws of cosines and sines to the triangle
, we obtain
, and / sin
the above expressions, we can easily obtain (13) and (14) . Similarly, applying the laws of cosines and sines to the triangle
, we have
We can easily obtain (15) and (16) from these expressions. Analogously, applying the laws of cosines and sines to the triangle
, we get
, and
. Based on the above expressions, and the following equalities =2 and
we can get (17) and (18).
B. DERIVATION OF (23)
Considering the von Mises PDF for the two-ring model, applying the following approximate relationships
, and substituting (3) and (6)- (9) into (19), we have 
( ) , and
have been given in (31b)-(31d). Note that the expression (36) corrects the expressions (38) and (39) in [14] . By applying the Fourier transform to (23) (20) To further clarify which CF definition, (19) or (20), results in the correct Doppler PSD to accurately reflect the underlying physical phenomena of real channels, we first derive the relationship between the Doppler PSD based on the CF (19) 
From (37), it is clear that only if ℎ ℎ ( ) is a real function and symmetrical to the origin, the equality˜ℎ ℎ ( ) = ℎ ℎ ( ) holds. Note that due to the Fourier transform relationship, the equality˜ℎ ℎ ( ) = ℎ ℎ ( ) leads to the equality˜ℎ ℎ ( ) = ℎ ℎ ( ) and vice versa. We now proceed the comparison of ℎ ℎ ( ) and˜ℎ ℎ ( ) in the following two typical scenarios. The first typical scenario, Scenario1, is a non-isotropic F2M macro-cell propagation environment ( =0), as shown in Fig. 8(a) . We use a one-ring model to represent this scenario, where the ring of scatterers is around the Rx, i.e., mobile station (MS), and the MS moves toward the direction of the Tx, i.e., = . Note that the major amount of scatterers are located in a small part of the ring facing the motion of the MS, i.e., = . The second scenario, Scenario2, is an isotropic M2M propagation environment ( = = 0), where the Tx and Rx move in opposite directions ( =0 and = ), as shown in Fig. 8(b) . Here, a single-bounce tworing model is used to represent this scenario. For Scenario1, based on (37), the opposite results for the Doppler PSD are expected as shown in Fig. 9 , where = 3. Since the MS moves toward the majority of received signals, the maximum Doppler PSD should appear at = =570 Hz. From Fig. 9 , it is clear that the ℎ ℎ ( ) presents the underlying physical phenomena for Scenario1. For Scenario2, as expected from (37), the opposite results of the Doppler PSD with respect to the range of Doppler frequencies are illustrated in Fig. 9 , where = = 570 Hz were used. Since the Tx and Rx are moving in opposite directions, the Doppler PSD should be limited to the range of Doppler frequencies 0≤ ≤1140 Hz, whereas the maximum Doppler PSD exists at = 0 and = + = 1140 Hz. Again, from Fig. 9 , it is obvious that ℎ ℎ ( ) reflects the underlying physical phenomenon for Scenario2. Therefore, we can conclude that ℎ ℎ ( ) is able to accurately capture the underlying physical phenomena of real channels for any scenarios, while˜ℎ ℎ ( ) cannot. It is worth stressing that for an isotropic F2M macro-cell scenario (Clarke's scenario), where no scatterers are around the Tx, we find that the difference of the Doppler PSD caused by two CF definitions vanishes, i.e.,˜ℎ ℎ ( ) = ℎ ℎ ( ). This is because Clarke's scenario has the -shape Doppler PSD, which is a real function and symmetrical to the origin. This seems to be the reason why the CF (20) was widely misapplied. (19) and (20) .
